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I would strongly recommend a visit to Denmark by anyone
engaged in any aspect of floriculture - academic, industry,
marketing, pest control, greenhouse construction and controls,
computers, nutrition, irrigation, new varieties. You don't have
to know any Danish to get along quite nicely, and I never once
encountered an instance of ill-feeling towards Americans.

In the February issue of the Bulletin I expressed thanks to
the administrators at North Carolina State University for giving
me permission to take such0 a beneficial leave. I also thanked
the American Floral Endowment for a travel grant. Those thanks
are repeated here. I also want to repeat my thanks to the
wonderful people at the Institute of Glasshouse Crops at Aarslev
for making the leave so pleasant for Darlyne and me. As a
parting gift I was given a necktie made by the administrative
assistant, Runa Karl, and signed by all the staff at the
Institute. I do possess a few neckties, and I do have special
thoughts about that one.

I also would like all the readers to know that C. Beth

Thorne, who was my research technician while I was in Denmark,
did a thorough, competent job while I was gone. Our research
must continue in our absence, and it is only because of the fine
work of our staff and students that faculty members can expand
their horizons and knowledge.

I hope my leave and the articles in the last 2 issues of the
Bulletin, will prompt someone to try something different in
floriculture, to expand their horizons as it expanded mine.
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New Poinsettia Varieties: Something For Everyone

Roy A. Larson

Poinsettia growers in the 1980's are fortunate to have a
good selection of varieties from which to choose. Growers in
1988 probably have an all-time high in the assortment available
to them. Market need is usually the guiding force in this
choice, and I can't think of a possible market not covered.

Over the last few years we have tried many of the selections
which propagators thought warranted evaluation. The 1987 season
was no exception. A major difference for us was that Beth Thorne,
my research technician then, had to do all the work because I was
either in Denmark, the hospital, or recuperating. She did an
extremely fine job, and I wanted to share her efforts with you.

"Celebrate" ^
A spectacular variety was Eckespoint^ Celebrate

(code name C-27). The bract size was reminiscent of Eckespoint
C-l Red. Beth grew them as single-stemmed and pinched plants.
She propagated some cuttings on August 13th, potted them
September 8th (one cutting per 6" plastic pot), and pinched them
September 15th. On December 5th the plants were I0"tall, and

(Continued on page 14)
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(Continued from page 5)

averaged 7 breaks/plant. Single-stemmed plants were potted
August 31st (one cutting/5" pot, 3/6%" pot), and treated with a
1:60 Cycocel spray on September 30th. Plants in the 5" pots
averaged 9" in height while 11" was the average for 3 plants in
the 6V' pots. We sleeved plants in the 6%" pots, and 48 hours
later we removed the sleeves and observed the plants for epinasty
(petioles turned downward). No epinasty occurred. The plants
were still attractive when we discarded them from our post-
greenhouse evaluations in mid-January.
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"Lilo

The variety Lilo (#91) to us seemed better suited for the
mass markets. We especially liked it when one cutting was placed
in a 5" pot and then pinched.

We also grew "Lilo" in 6" pots, and measured plant responses
in an experiment with Cycocel and Bonzi. Untreated plants were
30cm tall (12") on November 25th, while "Annette Hegg Dark Red"
and "Gutbier V-14 Glory" control plants were 31cm (12") and
24cm (10"), respectively.

Mikkelsen's "Merrimaker Mikkelsen's "Minstrel

(Continued on page 15)
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We sleeved "Lilo" and "Annette Hegg Dark Red" plants, and 48
hours later we removed them from the sleeves. The plants
were photographed 3 hours after unsleeving. Epinasty was not a
problem. Our plants remained stationary and did not go on a
delivery run, so we cannot say what effect shipping might have on
it. No variety from our greenhouse outlasted Lilo, even under
darkened conditions in some homes.
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Three poinsettia seasons ago we grew the Mikkelsen variety
"Merrimaker" and its color is a magnificent red. The plants were
vigorous growers for us and a vivid floral display was achieved.
Two years ago we tried the Mikkelsen selection "Minstrel", and its
early blooming trait under natural days makes it a good choice
for early sales. No black cloth was needed to have plants in
flower by mid-November.

We did not receive selection from other propagators in 1986
and 1987 but the reader should be aware that other firms are

involved in poinsettia breeding projects. If you do get
opportunities to observe new varieties under your own conditions
you should welcome such chances. No one knows your customers as
well as you should, and you can get their reactions. We hope
those of us involved in such evaluations can recognize promising
varieties from those not so promising, but we're not the ones you
are relying upon to buy most of your plants. If you don't get
the chance to try some new selections in 1988 visit someone who
did. We will have several selections in glass and plastic houses.
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